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SUMMARY



ü emerged in LMC (D ~ 50 kpc)

ü EM light curve & spectra
→ Eexp ~ 1.2 foe, MNi ~ 0.07 Msun

ü neutrino detection

SN 1987A - the most well observed supernova

Sturm+’10

Bersten & Hamuy’09



ü red blue supergiant progenitor
Sk - 69˚202

ü chemical anomalies:
He & N-rich (CNO process)
Ba-rich (s-process)

→

SN 1987A - an anomalous supernova

ü emerged in LMC (D ~ 50 kpc)

ü EM light curve & spectra
→ Eexp ~ 1.2 foe, MNi ~ 0.07 Msun

ü neutrino detection Sturm+’10

Bersten & Hamuy’09

ü triple-ring nebula

ü The central remnant (NS/BH) is 
not yet confirmed.



NEUTRON STAR IN SN 1987A

One of multiwavelength views of the ejecta in SN 1987A. 
The cyan contours represent the 679 GHz dust emission 
at 3σ and 5σ. The small plus sign denotes the system 
center. The small 5σ cyan contour just northeast of the 
center of the remnant is the so-called “blob.” 
(Fig 3a in Cigan+ʼ19)

Cigan+ʼ19 found clumpy dust emission in the ejecta of SN 1987A.

A dust peak (the “blob”) could be due to

1) slow-moving reverse shock (unlikely),

2) heating from radioactive isotopes (unlikely),

3) heating from a compact source (the most likely).
a) X-rays from a neutron star surface?
b) synchrotron radiation (pulsar wind)?
c) black hole jet?

High Angular resolution Observation by ALMA

around the hole location, albeit at low S/N. However, the
integrated spatial distribution appears different from CO J=
2l 1. The brightness peaks are distributed differently, and the
hole is not visible in the integrated CO J=6l 5 map owing
to some emission at those coordinates in the 600–900 km s−1

channels (the far side). The presence of a molecular hole in SiO
J=7 l 6 cannot be confirmed in these data, as the systemic
line center (vLSRK∼300 km s−1) falls at the edges of two
sidebands observed separately, which were concatenated
during reduction, and suffers from roll-off at the edge of the

spectral window; the resulting S/N is poor in that channel. The
other molecular lines do not share this limitation, as they fell
well within the sideband spectral windows. We do note a peak
of SiO J=7 l 6 emission, however—the brightest source of
emission in the entire cube—overlapping with the spatial
location of the hole and the dust blob but offset from the
systemic velocity by ∼−400 km s−1 (this corresponds to the
0 km s−1 channel of Figure 17).
The resolved dust peak (small 5σ contour in Figure 3) is

colocated with the molecular hole in the low transitions of CO

Figure 3.Multiwavelength view of the ejecta in SN1987A. The cyan contours represent the 679 GHz dust emission at 3σ and 5σ. Beam sizes for individual maps are
denoted by the green ellipses. The small plus sign denotes the system center as defined in Appendix B. The bottom right panel is a three-color image of CO J=2l 1
in red, SiO J=5l 4 in green, and SiO J=7l 6 in blue and highlights how varied the spectrally integrated emission is between the various line transitions. The
brightest areas are generally distinct patches of primary color instead of blended, demonstrating that the CO and SiO peaks are not cospatial, and none match the
distribution of the 679 GHz dust. Some of the CO falls in the Hα hole (the lower left), but the majority of the CO peaks on the little Hα “wing” to the right of the hole.
The small 5σ cyan contour just northeast of the center of the remnant is the so-called “blob.”
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System center

The “blob”

If there is a neutron star in the blob,
the offset between the blob and the system center
suggests vNS ~ 700 km/s.



Summary of observational features

ü red → blue supergiant progenitor
Sk - 69˚202

ü chemical anomalies:
He & N-rich (CNO process)
Ba-rich (s-process)

ü emerged in LMC (D ~ 50 kpc) ü triple-ring nebula

Progenitor model
(stellar evolution)

CCSN model
(core collapse and explosion dynamics)

Ejecta and CSM interaction
(stellar environment)

ü The central remnant is a NS
with vNS ~ 700 km/s?

ü EM light curve & spectra
→ Eexp ~ 1.2 foe, MNi ~ 0.07 Msun

ü neutrino detection



Urushibata+’18; Menon & Heger’17

rx
Center

CO core He layer H-rich envelope

Secondary Star

Spiral-in

injection of angular momentum
→ partially stripped
→ BSG

Stream

fresh (H-rich) fuel
→ CNO cycle
→ He & N production

(Podsiadlowski+)

Slow Merger Scenario - new progenitor models



Urushibata+’18 Menon & Heger’17
Red to blue evolution Yes Yes
Time to collapse Yes No
Origin of the rings Yes No
Anomalies of CNO-
process elements

Yes Yes

Anomalies of s-process 
elements

？ ？

We use the best-fit model (14 + 9 Msun → 18.3 Msun) from Urushibata+’18
for our core-collapse simulation.

rx
Center

CO core He layer H-rich envelope

Secondary Star

Spiral-in

Stream

Urushibata+’18; Menon & Heger’17

Slow Merger Scenario - new progenitor models



equatorial

mass shedding

blue supergiant wind

ejecta from merger

a.

b. c.

d.

unstable mass transfer

red−blue transition and

blue−supergiant wind
sweep−up of ejecta by

partial envelope ejectionspin up of common envelope

MS CO
COMS
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3D SPH simulation with GADGET (106 particles)
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Ivanova+’02; Morris and Podsiadlowski ’07Slow Merger Scenario - the triple-ring nebula

obs.

model



ü 3DnSNe code (Takiwaki+’16,’18) with some updates:

• Isotropic Diffusion Source Approximation (IDSA; Liebendoerfer+’09) 
scheme for multi-energy 3-flavor (νe, νe, νx) neutrino transport.

• state-of-the-art neutrino 
opacities (Kotake+’18).

• effective GR potential.

• EoS: LS220 + Boltzmann gas.

• 13-α (He-Ni) nuclear network.
→ nucleosynthesis

+ energy feedback.

Numerical Scheme for Core-Collapse Simulation

up
da
ted

up
da
ted

up
da
ted

Table 1 in Kotake+’18



Standing Accretion Shock Instability (SASI).
Very prolate.
Earlier shock expansion.

Convective motion.
Nearly spherical.
Slower evolution.

Comparison between 2D and 3D Simulations
2-dimensional simulation for SN 1987A progenitor.
(symmetry axis along the z-axis.) 

3-dimensional simulation.
(no symmetry is assumed.)


